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Two-dimensional atomic sheets of carbon (graphene, graphane, etc.) are amenable to unique 
patterning schemes such as cutting, bending, folding and fusion that are predicted to lead to 
interesting properties.  In this review, we present theoretical understanding and processing routes 
for patterning graphene and highlight potential applications. With more precise and scalable 
patterning, the prospects of integrating flat carbon (graphene) with curved carbon (nanotubes & 
half nanotubes) and programmable graphene folding are envisioned.  

Introduction 
Since the isolation by Andre Geim and Kostya Novoselov of the first free-standing, 

atomically thin membrane, graphene in 2005,1 the field has attracted tremendous attention. This 
serendipitous finding was seemingly simple, involving exfoliating monolayers of graphite by 
writing with a pencil on a scotch tape. But the ensuing impact on physics, materials and 
chemistry has been broad, entailing many fundamental findings and ingenuous discoveries. The 
interest in graphene owes its origin largely to its electronic structure. As a two-dimensional (2D) 
material, the electronic states of graphene depart dramatically from the conventional 2D 
semiconductor epitaxial layers. The low-energy excitation spectrum in graphene mimics that of  
massless Dirac fermions, with a “modest” Fermi velocity of ~106 m/s which is independent of its 
momentum, favouring ballistic quantum transport with high electron mobility and long phase 
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coherent length.2 All these relativistic-like behaviours arise not from all the reasoning behind the 
Dirac equations, but from the geometrically simple, yet aesthetically intriguing, bipartite 
honeycomb lattice. When a perpendicular external magnetic field is applied, the electrons in 
graphene, which are constrained to move in the plane of the honeycomb lattice, circulate in 
closed loop orbits under the Lorentz force. The cyclotron orbits in the k-space are quantized, 
leading to the unconventional quantum Hall states.  

The quick glimpse of the physics of graphene immediately invites thoughts about its 
application -- from “what it is” to “what it can be”. In order to bring the immense potential of 
graphene into the solution to such technological challenges as nanoscopic electronics and energy 
storage, there is plenty of room to explore given the rich physics. But taking a historical 
perspective from the evolution of the silicon technology, we see that it is not just the intrinsic 
semiconducting properties that drive the progress of this society-transforming industry; it is 
rather how we can control its properties and shape. The key momentum is in fact provided by the 
ability to precisely tune the conductivity through controlled doping and to fabricate high quality 
complex patterns on silicon surface at affordable cost. Naturally, the ability to do the same for 
graphene-based materials will be highly desired. What also necessitates the need for patterning 
graphene is the fact that flat and wide graphene is intrinsically a semimetal, which makes it 
difficult to envision direct application in semiconductor devices. First-principles calculations and 
experimental measurements suggest that the direct band gap of graphene nanoribbons scales 
inversely with their widths.3-5  Patterning graphene into finite structures with nanometre scale 
confinement is thus also important for tuning the transport properties of graphene-based devices. 
It is essential for us to learn how to create patterned structure with graphene, and in doing so, to 
control the properties of graphene. 

Now imagine we are tailors and are asked what we can make from a cloth. We can surely 
cut it, fold it, crease it and sew on it. We naturally would like to do the same on graphene: 
cleaving chemical bonds, chemical modification of the bonding pattern, and creating wrinkles on 
graphene. In Table 1 we summarize the energy scales and/or essential material properties 
pertinent to these fundamental processes. It is clear that there is an energetic hierarchy in various 
processes involved in tailoring graphene. The most radical approach is selectively breaking C-C 
bonds, which can be achieved by irradiation with energetic electrons6, 7 or chemical reactions, or 
high temperature treatment8. On the lower end of the energy hierarchy, one finds energetically 
cheap elastic bending, whence the rich physics of elastic membrane9, 10 can be explored at the 
thinnest limit. Physisorption and chemisorption are also possible pathways for creating patterns 
on graphene. Both elastic and adsorptive processes have the advantage of reversibility.  
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Table 1. Structural energy hierarchy of graphene. 

Material property Rough range/scale Source 

Cohesive energy ~ -5 ~ -6 eV/atom 11, 12 a, 13 c 

Interlayer cohesion ~ -0.04 eV/atom 14 a, 15 c, 16 b 

Physisorption H2: -0.07 ~ -0.09 eV/H2 17 b 

Hydrogenation -0.15 eV/atom 18, 19 b 

Young’s modulus, Y 1000 GPa 20 b, 21 a 

Bending modulus, D 0.1-0.4 nN nm 22 a, 23 c 

a Experimental value;   
b First-principles calculation;  
c Empirical potential. 

 

To this end, this review will recapitulate recent progress in creating patterns on graphene, 
and we hope, to propose a couple of strategies in this direction. The selection of topics and 
materials here is by no means exhaustive. For general reviews on graphene, we refer the readers 
to other literatures 24-27 and also instructive reviews 28, 29; there are also reviews for the electronic 
structure of graphene 30 and preparation techniques. 31, 32  

1. Direct bond cleavage and formation 
It has been envisioned that nanostructures and devices may be fabricated by directly carving 

mono- or multilayer graphene, very early in “the rise of graphene”,24 and actually, long before 
that (see Fig. 1a).33 Mechanical cutting has recently been applied. The energy it takes to rip off 
an atom from a graphene lattice is estimated to be ~17 eV,11 implying the energy for cleaving a 
single carbon bond is ~ 5-6 eV. In order to create patterns on graphene by cleavage of C-C bonds, 
energetic carving tools are needed. These include direct mechanical cleavage, 24, 33 electron beam 
irradiation,8, 11, 34-39 scanning probe lithography,40-42 helium ion beam lithography,43, 44 
photocatalytic etching,45 plasma etching,46-50 chemical etching,4, 51-57 nanoimprint lithography,58 
bottom-up synthetic approach,59-65 and reduction of graphene oxide.66-71 

Since transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a standard tool to observe atomic structure 
and nanoscale morphology, high-energy (80-300 keV) electron-beam irradiation is often used to 
fabricate graphene nanostructures. Meyer et al. 36 demonstrated that focused electron beam in 
TEM can induce deposition of carbon on freestanding graphene membranes to produce 
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nanoscale patterns with the help of periodic grating. Fischbein et al. 35 then showed that 
nanosculpting of suspended graphene sheets by focused electron beam can make a variety of 
structures, including nanoscale pores, slits, and gaps. However, because of its high energy, 
electron beam often generates unwanted defects, such as amorphization and undesired carbon 
deposition. These damages can be controlled by reducing electron energy to 80 keV,11 but low-
energy beam cannot produce nanoscale patterns efficiently. To solve this problem, Song et al. 37 
introduced a method of electron-beam nanosculpting at temperature above 600 oC, which makes 
carbon ad-atoms mobile to continuously repair the radiation damage. This technique can 
fabricate near-defect-free single-crystalline graphene nanostructures, such as nanoribbons, 
nanotubes, nanopores, and single carbon chains. Besides varying external conditions like 
electron energy and temperature, nanostructured patterning by electron-beam irradiation can also 
be facilitated by intrinsic properties of graphene defects. Huang et al. 8 showed that Joule-heating 
(~2000 oC) aided by electron beam irradiation can produce a fractal-like “coastline” sublimation 
pattern on suspended few-layer graphene; further TEM and theoretical studies indicate that the 
fractal character results from reconstructions of monolayer-layer edges (MLE) into bilayer edges, 
aka “half nanotubes”, which will be discussed in detail later. Cui et al. 72 used first-principles 
calculations to discover certain “magic numbers” of total missing carbon atoms for stable 
vacancies in single-layer graphene, which could guide e-beam fabrication of nanopore on 
graphene with stable magnetic-semiconducting properties. In summary, although it is difficult to 
apply e-beam irradiation to fabricate graphene patterns and devices at large scale and affordable 
cost, it is an ideal technique when combined with in-situ TEM observation8 to explore the 
possible mechanisms of graphene morphology evolution, which may stimulate the inventions of 
new routines for patterning graphene. For example, recently Chuvilin et al. 73 observed that the 
graphene flake stripped from single-layer graphene edge by electron beam irradiation could 
automatically transform into fullerene C60 molecule, which is quite different from fullerene 
formation mechanism based on carbon-cluster coalescence. 

Lithographical methods have been developed to create graphene nanostructures with pre-
designed patterns. Lithographical methods can be used to create graphene nanoribbons (GNR), 
with width down to ~20 nm, with a roughness on the order of a few nanometres.39, 46 The method 
employs conventional e-beam lithographical negative resist to form a protective pattern on 
graphene, which is subsequently exposed to plasma oxygen. The unprotected portion graphene is 
then chemically removed upon the attack by the reactive plasma and carried into the vapour 
phase. The pattern on the mask (and the e-beam resist) then is “printed” into graphene.39, 46 
Nanoribbons with width down to 20 nm can be fabricated, and it was shown that the resistivity 
depends sensitively on the width (see Fig. 1b-c). Han et al.46 used this method to tune the band 
gap of graphene nanoribbons by fabricating them into different widths.  It was also suggested 
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that tunnelling current with a scanning probe can be used to fabricate graphene nanodevices.24, 74 
And indeed, scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) probe can be used to cleave C-C bonds in 
graphene when operated at a bias voltage (> 2 V) much higher than that in topographical 
measurements (typically ~200 mV). When the probe advances on graphene in the carving mode, 
GNRs as narrow as 10 nm could be produced.40 These techniques have high degree of control 
over the patterns “printed” into graphene, which is quite desirable from a device-fabrication 
point of view. Naturally, the resolution (feature size and edge roughness) of these methods is 
limited by instrumentation. The resolution of e-beam lithography depends mainly on the electron 
beam size and on the scattering and propagation of electrons in the resist material. Line-widths as 
small as 10 nm can be achieved with modern day field emission electron source and appropriate 
lensing.75 As the de Broglie wavelength of helium ion is many times smaller than electron beam 
for the same acceleration voltage, helium ion beam lithography can give an ultimate resolution of 
0.5 nm. This approach was recently demonstrated by Lemme et al. to obtain precise cutting and 
patterning of graphene devices on silicon dioxide substrates with minimum feature size in the 10 
nm region (see Fig 1c-d).43  

Bai et al. developed a way to fabricate graphene nanomesh with variable periodicities and 
neck width as low as 5 nm that opens up an electronic transport gap in graphene sheet.48 A 
schematic of this process is shown in Fig 2a. First, block copolymer thin film with periodic 
cylindrical domains was formed and annealed on top of SiOx-protected graphene flake to 
develop porous polymer film. It is then followed by fluoride-based reactive ion etching and 
oxygen plasma etching process to remove polymer films and silicon oxide, and finally the oxide 
mask was removed by dipping the sample into HF solution. The similar strategy was utilized by 
other groups to achieve graphene nanomesh at different scales.49, 50 Liang et al. also fabricated 
hexagonal graphene nanomeshes with sub-10 nm ribbon width by combining nanoimprint 
lithography, block copolymer self-assembly, and electrostatic printing.58 The decrease of ribbon 
width leads to the increase of the ON/OFF current ratio and thus the bandgap opening, 
demonstrating its potential application as promising field-effect transistors (FET). 

Datta et al.51 and, later, Ci et al.52 demonstrated that catalytic methanation can be used to 
carve graphene chemically (the same technique has been used by Tomita and Tamai to carve 
multilayer graphene or graphite53).  Metal nanoparticles (Ni52 or Fe51) are first formed on 
graphene, which upon heating in a hydrogen atmosphere, catalytically etch away the carbon 
atoms (leaving as gaseous hydrocarbon or CO2), as shown in Fig. 2b. The metal nanoparticles 
diffuse along low-index direction of the graphene lattice as the reaction progresses, to form 
nanometre-sized trenches (as long as 1 µm). In another work, slender graphene nanoribbons are 
formed by sonicating graphite dispersed in 1,2-dichloroethane solution of PmPV (poly(m-
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phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene)).4 It was suggested that the 
mechanical energy afforded by sonication and ultrahot gas bubbles are responsible for breaking 
graphene into fine pieces of slender nanoribbons. Even though the chemistry of this method is 
not yet well understood, this simple wet chemical approach can produce GNRs with very high 
aspect ratio (length/width), with some pieces’ widths less than 10 nm with relatively smooth 
edges (see Fig. 2c). Dimiev et al. also developed an etching route for layer-by-layer removal of 
graphene.54 They first sputter-coated zinc on top of multilayer graphene with predesigned pattern 
and then removed the zinc and the adjacent single graphene layer in dilute HCl solution. 
Graphene nanoribbons can also be made from carbon nanotube from a bond-breaking process.55-

57 A carbon nanotube is first casted in a resin, which protects half of the nanotube. Upon 
exposure to an argon plasma, carbon atoms begin to be removed from one side of the tube. By 
controlling the time of exposure, nanoribbons with different layers can be prepared upon release 
from the protective resin.  

The key advantage of solution phase chemical etching techniques is that they are 
comparatively milder than e-beam or scanning probe lithographical methods, and thus can 
produce smoother edges especially along low-energy directions. However, chemical methods 
suffer from the lack of architectural control. In the catalytic methanation method, there is almost 
no control over the final shape of graphene flakes, because the initial distribution of the metal 
nanoparticles and the dynamics of the nanoparticle diffusion cannot be controlled precisely. An 
improved version of this technique employs an external magnetic field to guide the diffusion of 
magnetic catalytic particles, to obtain nanotrenches with pre-designed shapes.76 Nonetheless, the 
issue remains with the lack of control over the initial spatial distribution of the nanoparticles 
before a controlled global patterning can be achieved. For the mechanochemical etching,4 the 
ability to control over the architecture and dimensions of the nanoribbons is essentially lacking. 
It might be interesting to develop patterned chemical protection to designated areas on graphene 
from the mechanochemical attack in order to achieve desired morphology, which on the other 
hand requires the knowledge of the actual chemistry of the etching process. In addition, it is 
important that special techniques must be developed to transfer and deposit these nanoribbons 
for device applications. 

Kim et al.59 demonstrated an elegant approach to grow large scale graphene films on a pre-
patterned catalytic surface. A nickel thin film was first grown on SiO2 surface, and carbon was 
deposited on the nickel layer by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) at 1000 ºC using CH4/H2/Ar 
as feedstock. Carbon films spontaneously anneal to few-layer graphene (predominantly bilayers) 
at room temperature. The process is schematically shown in Fig. 3a. It was also shown that the 
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as-grown graphene layers can be lifted off the nickel substrate with acid etching, and adhere 
conformally to elastomeric or SiO2 substrates (see Fig. 3b). 

Yang et al. developed a novel bottom-up synthetic approach to directly grow GNRs from 
precursor monomers in solution phase.60 Recently, Cai et al.61 and Treier et al.62 used an 
improved synthetic strategy to grow GNRs on metal surfaces with specific patterns, i.e., different 
topologies and widths at atomic precision (Fig. 3c). This was achieved by first depositing 
precursor monomers onto clean metal substrates using thermal sublimation. During the same step, 
dehalogenation and radical addition were also induced, and linear polymer chain was formed 
through surface-assisted carbon-carbon coupling. The polymer chain was then annealed at higher 
temperature, which introduces intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation and leads to hydrogen-
terminated fully aromatic GNR. The pattern of resultant GNRs was simply controlled by the 
corresponding precursor monomers. In order to further fabricate devices, special techniques need 
to be developed to either transfer these nanoribbons onto technologically relevant substrates or 
directly grow GNRs on the designated substrates. Sprinkle et al. demonstrated that it is indeed 
possible to directly grow patterned graphene on SiC with excellent scalability (Fig 3d).63 In 
addition, self-assembly was adopted to successfully grow graphene on patterned substrates64, 65, 
demonstrating itself being another promising route for scalable production.  

Reduction of graphene oxide through various means such as local thermal reduction77, 78, 
photochemical reduction66 and electrochemical reduction67 have also been shown to be a viable 
approach to produce patterned graphene with great tunability. Laser scribing is recently applied 
by Strong et al.,68 which can directly pattern circuits and complex design in a single step process 
without masks, templates, and post-processing. It was shown to be an efficient way to 
deoxygenate the graphite oxide film and produce highly reduced laser scribed graphene with 
significantly enhanced conductivity with sub-20 nm feature sizes. In addition, the electronic 
properties of patterned devices can be fine tuned by varying laser intensity and irradiation. As 
laser scribing can reduce graphite oxide into graphene in a controllable way, El-Kady et al. from 
the same group fabricated graphene-based electrochemical supercapacitor using a standard 
LightScribe DVD optical drive, which gives rise to high energy density and fast charge/discharge 
rate as well as excellent mechanical strength.69 Zhang et al. directly imprinted graphene 
microcircuits on graphene oxide through direct femtosecond laser reduction with designed 
complex pattern in high resolution.70 The same group demonstrated that band gap of graphene 
oxide can be significantly reduced down to the semiconductor regime by tuning the femtosecond 
laser power.71  

Finally, a brief summary of different techniques for graphene patterning through direct bond 
cleavage and formation is given in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Summary of different techniques for graphene patterning through direct bond cleavage 
and formation. 

Method Source  
direct mechanical cleavage 24, 33 
electron beam irradiation 8, 11, 34-39 
scanning probe lithography 40-42 
helium ion beam lithography 43 
photocatalytic etching 45 
plasma etching 46-50 
chemical etching 4, 51-57 
nanoimprint lithography 58 
bottom-up growth and synthesis 59-65 
reduction of graphene oxide 66-71 

2. Chemical patterning 
Graphene or graphite is chemically very inert, at least at room temperature. For this reason, 

chemical patterning of graphene has been less explored. Here by “chemical patterning” we refer 
to the situation involving chemisorption, where the C-C bonds are not cleaved. The underlying 
σ-bonds are very strong, and it takes much brute force to cleave the graphene membrane. On the 
other hand, when one considers the delocalized π-bonds, a chemist would argue that the inertness 
of graphene is more of a kinetic issue, drawing analogy from so many addition reactions in 
organic chemistry that break the pπ bonds while preserving the carbon backbones of organic 
molecules. The accounting of energy is straightforward: the stability of a π-bond is worth less 
than a single σ-bond, much less two. For example, addition of a dihydrogen molecule to a double 
bond is typically exothermic, but is difficult to proceed without appropriate catalysts to help 
circumvent the kinetic barriers. Graphene is composed of sp2 bonded carbon atoms, much like a 
sheet of fused benzene rings. Hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane is an exothermic 
reaction, releasing 210 kJ/mol of heat (ΔH = -0.36 eV/H atom). It is then no surprise that 
calculation showed that the energy of formation of graphane, the fully hydrogenated form of 
graphene, is -0.15 eV/H atom.19 

Partial hydrogenation of graphene was achieved by decomposing in situ a chemical 
feedstock (e.g., hydrogen silsesquioxane) to generate atomic hydrogen. Elias et al. demonstrated 
that full hydrogenation can be achieved to form graphane, by passing atomic hydrogen over 
graphene at 300 K.79 Graphane’s structure can be thought of as fused cyclohexane (as graphene 
is fused benzene; see Fig. 4a), where like in cyclohexane the chair conformation is more stable. 
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Therefore, graphane has the same honeycomb lattice as graphene, only slightly puckered. It 
might be interesting to note that the symmetry has been changed going from graphene to 
graphane: graphene’s principal rotation is pure 6-fold, whereas the principal rotation in fully 
saturated graphane is 3-fold plus inversion. And the hydrogenation is fully reversible. Upon 
annealing graphane at 450 K in Ar atmosphere, hydrogen is desorbed and graphene is recovered. 
As Elias et al. showed by measuring the resistivity at different temperatures and with/without 
external magnetic fields, all the important electronic characteristics of the initiating graphene are 
recovered (see Fig. 4b).79, 80  

The reversible hydrogenation of graphene opens gentle chemical pathways for patterning 
graphene to tune its properties. One key notion here is that the hydrogenated carbon atoms adopt 
sp3 hybridization, removed from the sp2 bonded network, which in the dilute limit will act as 
impurity or defect in the gigantic π-network and begins to creating tunable band gap in 
graphene.81 In the high coverage limit, the conducting π-network becomes largely saturated, 
converting π and sp2 of graphene into most sp3 covalent bonds of graphane. Consequently, 
graphane was computed to be a wide gap semiconductor, with a direct band gap of 3.5 - 4.0 eV.19, 

82 It is recently suggested that doped graphane can be a high-Tc electron-phonon superconductor. 
83 Half-hydrogenated graphene was computed to have a band gap of 0.43 eV.82 At lower 
coverage, chemisorbed hydrogen atoms tend to form dimers,81, 84 while at higher coverage 
clusters tend to form.20  

In the intermediate regime, plenty of room is left for patterned chemisorption of hydrogen. 
Patterned hydrogenation was achieved by cleverly using the Moiré pattern formed between 
graphene and the Ir(111) surface.85 In this experiment, graphene is placed on Ir(111) substrate, 
the mismatch of lattice constant results in a geometric and electronic modulation on graphene 
and leads to a superlattice structure termed the Moiré pattern.86-88 At low dosing of atomic 
hydrogen over graphene on Ir(111), the hydrogen coverage follows the underlying Moiré 
superlattice, as confirmed by the superlattice diffraction spots in the Fourier transform of the 
adsorption STM micrograph (see Fig. 4c).  This indicates that the Moiré pattern also presents a 
spatial modulation of the reactivity of graphene toward hydrogenation. Angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) reveals well defined band structure, indicative of long-
range ordering of the chemisorbed hydrogen, as exemplified in Fig. 4d. Band gap opens and 
evolves as the hydrogen coverage increases. 

This is only the beginning of playing chemical tricks on graphene. Hydrogenation or other 
chemical functionalization of graphene is very effective in tuning the band gap, a critical issue 
for electronic devices.89 At present, it is possible to control the total coverage of graphene by 
hydrogen through careful dosing of the atomic hydrogen (concentration and time). But methods 
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for producing well-defined patterns on the nanometre scale remain limited, which are essential if 
the goal is to produce devices with desired properties reproducibly. For example, stripes with 
alternating graphene and graphane can have interesting band gap modulation along with ferro- 
and antiferro-magnetic ground states.90 To achieve guided formation of chemisorbed patterns, 
masks (broadly defined) can be introduced to block hydrogen’s access to graphene in selected 
areas, like in spray printing.  It is noted that physically blocking the access to graphene during 
the hydrogenation process can reduce or eliminate the hydrogenation in selected areas. In fact, by 
virtue of limiting the access of hydrogen by the substrate leads single-sided hydrogenation, 
resulting in a non-crystalline structure. The mask material should have good affinity to graphene, 
and be easy to remove.  

3. Mechanically induced patterns 
In the previous sections, we examined the methods for creating patterns on graphene that 

involve breakage and/or formation of chemical bonds. In this section, we describe strategies of 
creating patterns on graphene by means of applied mechanical strain, keeping the connective 
covalent bonds intact.  Because most physical and chemical properties of crystals depends on the 
lattice constant (in the case of membranes, out-of-plane bending curvatures as well), inducing a 
homogeneous or inhomogeneous elastic strain field can change and spatially modulate the 
properties, which is the idea of “elastic strain engineering” (ESE)91.  In order to achieve 
significant property changes by means of ESE, one often requires the material to possess a high 
mechanical strength, so a significant elastic strain and stress can be imposed on the material for a 
long period of time without internal stress relaxation (dissipation) by plasticity or fracture.  
Atomically thin membranes offer unique opportunities for elastic strain engineering for the 
reasons outlined below. 

In many 3D metallic and ceramic polycrystals, films, multilayers and wires, a “smaller is 
stronger” trend91-94 has been firmly established, attributed to the confinement of the population 
dynamics of extended defects such as dislocations and cracks.  Atomically thin membranes such 
as graphene and graphane can be regarded as confined dimensionally to the extreme in the 
normal direction, and thus can have exceptional mechanical strength. In this regard, graphene 
can be viewed as an example of the ultra-strength materials.20, 91, 95 As a practical definition, an 
ultra-strength material can elastically withstand a sample-prevailing stress of more than one per 
cent of its Young’s modulus. It was predicted and, later measured that the ideal strength (σI) of 
graphene is over 100 GPa, equivalent to an ideal strain of εI = 0.25.20, 21 The unique feature of 
graphene as a highly anisotropic, atomically thin membrane with ultrastrength makes it very 
attractive to create patterns via ESE.  
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As an example of the use of in-plane strain, the hydrogenation binding energy can be 
modified upon application of biaxial strain.18 And the application of elastic strain can also 
significantly modify the band gap of graphane.96 However, homogeneous strain has not resulted 
in qualitative change in the band structure of graphene or, especially, significant band gap 
opening. But what about introducing strain texture to graphene? For more general view of strain, 
it has been suggested that a 2D strain field, uαβ(x,y) amounts to an effective gauge field,30, 97-102 
written in terms of the vector potential, 

ln
2

xx yy

xy

u ut
ua
−⎛ ⎞∂⎛ ⎞= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

A  
 (1) 

where t is the nearest-neighbour (NN) hopping integral, and a is the lattice parameter. It is 
obvious that non-uniform strain fields can be thought of as a pseudomagnetic field (the time-
reversal symmetry is not broken by the strain alone). For simple homogeneous strain or any 
strain that results in irrational vector potential, there will be no effective magnetic field.  A strain 
field may act like an applied magnetic field, which, however, does not violate the time-reversal 
symmetry as it has opposite signs at the two pseudo-spin valleys, K and K’.101  This effective 
field is called pseudo-magnetic field, Bs = ∇×A. Guinea et al. demonstrated theoretically that 
nearly homogeneous magnetic field can be achieve by stretching a circular graphene membrane 
along the three 〈100〉 axes (see Fig. 5a).99 This theoretical prediction was soon supported by 
Levy et al. through spectroscopic measurements by STM of graphene nanobubbles.103 Landau 
levels were found in the highly strained graphene nanobubbles, which originate from strain-
induced pseudo-magnetic field greater than 300 Tesla. As the highest real magnetic field 
achievable in the lab is less than 100 Tesla within a period of a few milliseconds, elastic strain 
engineering thus provides an alternative way for the study of physics in high magnetic field.  

It was suggested that graphene is intrinsically unstable as an ideal flat 2D crystal, and the 
strict 2D translational symmetry is spontaneously broken due to the formation of energetically 
cheap ripples.104-108 These ripples correspond to out-of-plane displacement of atoms as much as 
10 Å with a spatial extent over 200 Å, depending on the boundary condition and size of graphene. 
It is our daily experience that thin sheets are very easy to fold or form ripples and wrinkles. 
Indeed, the lowest energy phonons of unstretched graphene is dominated by bending waves, 
which have a distinct ω ∝ k2 frequency-wavevector dispersion20 rather than the normal ω ∝ k 

dispersion of long-wavelength phonons, indicating the bending waves are especially floppy. The 
bending modulus is defined as  
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where M is the bending moment, and κ the curvature of the sheet. The second expression is 
specific for the 2D honeycomb lattice, where V is the potential energy, and θijk is the bond angle 
given a 3-body interatomic potential. For a back-of-envelope estimate of the energy involved in 
bending ∆V/atom ~ 4 × 31/2 D ∆θ  ~ 4.3 eV × ∆θ , which amounts to a few tens meV for typical 
angular variations. It takes much less energy to bend a graphene sheet than to stretch it in order 
to produce similar atomic displacements. Thus, it is relatively easy to create texture on graphene 
by creating ripples or wrinkles. Indeed, it was found that epitaxially grown graphene on metal 
surfaces can also develop textured ripples due to the weak graphene-substrate interaction and the 
mismatch of the periodicities between graphene and the substrate (Moiré pattern).25-27 These 
ripples in graphene on Ir(111) lead to minigaps in the electronic energy spectrum.109 

The idea of creating curvature on graphene (as an atomically thin membrane), i.e., ripples 
and wrinkles, is motivated again by the notion of deformation potential, that a strain field may 
enter the quantum Hamiltonian as an effective vector potential.100-102 This is because curvature 
involves changing the bond angles, and consequently, the hopping matrix elements via 
rehybridization of carbon’s valence orbitals, in a way similar to the vector potential in the 
massless Dirac equation.100 Kim and Castro Neto showed theoretically that the local curvature on 
graphene membrane (mean out-of-plane displacements ~ 0.5 nm) introduces a fluctuation in the 
local electrochemical potential on the order of ±30 meV.110 In fact, the edge stress of graphene111 
can cause a lot of bending and ripples,112, 113 as shown in Fig. 5b. 

These rippled graphene structure is a part of the large manifold of nearly degenerate, low-
energy structures, and hence very hard to control (to complicate things further, the exact origin 
of these “spontaneous” ripples is in fact subject to some controversy; see ref. 108). Taking one 
step further from ripples, a wrinkled texture on graphene can be more interesting. Here by 
“wrinkled texture” we mean an ideally periodic arrangement along one specific direction of the 
out-of-plane displacement. It perhaps is helpful to think of spontaneous ripples as the glassy state, 
while the wrinkles as the crystalline state. It is well known in the continuum elasticity that an 
elastic film, subject to uniaxial tension, can develop longitudinal wrinkled texture due to the 
transverse Poisson stress coupled with a nominal rigidity arising from continuity toward the 
clamped edges.114 Not surprisingly, graphene does just that; it forms quasi-periodic wrinkles 
upon stretching (see Fig. 5c).115, 116 Compared to spontaneous ripples, wrinkles are more 
desirable as the wrinkles are quasi-periodic, and their periodicity and amplitudes can be tuned by 
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adjusting the tension. As an atomically thin membrane, the atomic fluctuation in graphene is 
going to be important.  

With pure bending, the electronic perturbation is relatively gentle, causing small effects on 
the electronic properties of graphene. Here we suggest that coupling the wrinkle texture with 
external fields may be explored for tuning the electronic properties of graphene. It is usually easy 
to apply uniform fields (electric or magnetic). When graphene is flat or approximately flat, it 
sees a uniform field. However, with the wrinkle textures, the out-of-plane displacement of 
carbon atoms, h(x,y), modulates the field(s). In the case of a uniform vertical electric field 

ˆzE=E z , the electrochemical potential of electrons on graphene becomes now µ(x, y) = E0h(x,y) 

+ µ0, where µ0 is the potential corresponding to zero displacement, as schematically displayed in 
Fig. 5d. With a gating voltage across the membrane graphene with wrinkles, charge localization 
can be immediately achieved. The periodicity and amplitude of the charge modulation is tunable 
by mechanically adjusting the applied tension, or by electrically varying the applied field. 

With an applied magnetic field, B = B ẑ , the wrinkles enters the Schrödinger equation as a 
modulation on the vector potential, A, 

p = ℏk – eA.  (3) 

In the case of a flat graphene sheet, the vector potential in the Landau gauge is A = xB ŷ . Now 

suppose the atom positions of wrinkled graphene can be mapped on a surface, h(x,y) = h0 sin(qy). 
The electronic motion is still constrained along the curved surface, which, in the absence of 
magnetic field, is characterized by k reflecting the undeformed lattice. The vector potential, 
however, now has in-plane (A||) and out-of-plane (A⊥) components. And only the in-plane vector 
potential goes into the Schrödinger equation, as p = ℏk - eA||. As we can see in Fig. 5d, it is clear 
that now the vector potential is no longer a constant, but  

|| 2 2 2
0

ˆ

1 cos
xB
h q qy

=
+

yA    (4) 

The effect of wrinkles can also be understood from a classical point of view. When the 
electron with momentum along the x-direction is subject to the magnetic field, the Lorentz force 
it feels is horizontal, along the y-direction. But given that the electrons can only move along the 
curved surface of the membrane, only the in-plane (or tangential) force exerts an influence on the 
motion of electrons. Alternatively, the problem now is equivalent to a flat graphene under a non-
uniform magnetic field, 

2 2 2 1/2
eff || 0(1 cos ) ˆh q qy B−=∇× = +B A z   (5) 
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The geometric modulation on the magnetic field is an interesting aspect to study, as it is going to 
have an impact on the Landau levels and quantum Hall effects. We notice that the modulation is 
stronger with increasing amplitudes (h0) or decreasing wavelength (2π/q) of the wrinkles, which 
are again tunable. 

4. Integration of flat- and curved-carbon  
It has been shown that the properties of graphene depend sensitively on its edge.3, 39, 40, 46, 117-

121 It is therefore important to have good control over the structure, directionality and quality of 
the edge termination. For all the methods of creating nano-patterned graphene or GNRs 
described in Section 1, the structure of edges formed from the energetic carving processes are not 
atomically smooth. The native edges of monolayer graphene are characterized by dangling sp2 
bonds on the surface carbon atoms, which can have complex magnetic structure, and may 
undergo complex self-passivating reconstructions.119 The chemical nature of the edges formed in 
a chemical process is expected to be often not simple either. The native edge termination created 
in vacuum is unlikely to survive under ambient condition where oxygen and moisture are present, 
as hydrogen-, hydroxyl, oxyl- or peroxyl terminations are more stable due to the elimination of 
dangling bonds. Depending on the partial pressures of the air environment, the edge passivation 
may dynamically change as well. These complications with monolayer edge termination can 
have a significant impact on the transport properties of graphene nanoribbons or other 
nanostructures when very small sizes are desired, especially because zigzag GNRs exhibit 
unique electronic states strongly localized along the edge.117 The perplexing situation with the 
edge issue with monolayer graphene highlights the need for what is termed bilayer edges (BLE)8 
or half nanotube122 in graphene structures.  

The BLE structure is composed of one single continuously curved graphene lattice, which is 
folded along the edge with a 180º turn, as shown in Fig. 6a. In the case of BLEs, structurally and 
chemically well-defined, and atomically smooth edges arise naturally. Huang et al.8 showed that 
an electrical current in few-layer graphene Joule heated the graphene to 2000 °C. This much heat 
was enough to cause the carbon atoms to sublime into the air from graphene. Open edges were 
formed initially, which quickly relaxed to the more stable bilayer edges to eliminate dangling 
bonds (Fig. 6b).  Slightly before Huang et al.’s work, Iijima et al. also discovered that BLEs can 
be created though furnace annealing of graphite samples at 2000 °C (Fig. 6c).123 Compared with 
MLEs, BLEs are chemically more inert,123 and crystallographically better defined compared with 
monolayer edges.124 Remarkably, the atomically smooth BLEs can only form along two 
crystallographic directions, to have either armchair or zigzag terminations,8, 123, 124 a property 
certainly desirable if devices with controlled edge termination are to be made. The highly 
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selective edge inclinations (zigzag or armchair) of BLEs correspond to deep cusps in a semi-
quantitative Wulff plot for the edge energy as a function of edge inclination (Fig. 6d),124 whereas 
the Wulff plot for monolayer graphene edges are much more isotropic in comparison.  These 
advantages of BLEs make this type of terminations more suitable for creating patterns for 
consistent properties. Recently, graphene sheets have been used to make nanopore devices for 
single-molecule sensing and potential low-cost DNA sequencing applications.125-129 The long-
term stability of such graphene nanopore device may also benefit from forming chemically inert 
but electronically sensitive BLE structures at the pore edge. 

Geometrically, one could view a BLE as a half carbon nanotube (folding graphene by π), 
only now without left-right symmetry of the full nanotubes (folding graphene by 2π). As a result 
of the missing symmetry, the BLEs can develop spontaneous electric dipole due to Coulombic 
relaxation of the electronic density upon bending,130 and rehybridization of the pπ bonds131. 
First-principles calculations show that BLEs possess extensive electric dipoles along the edges, 
on the order of ~ 1.3 debye/Å (see Fig. 6e).  BLE terminations also mechanically enforces AA 
stacking 123 to the bilayer graphene connected to them, which leads to a new class of quantum 
hall effect  resonance.130  

One point associated with Joule heating derived nanostructures is that there are a wide 
variety of carbon nanostructures generated simultaneously as an integral part of the mother 
graphene structures. We thus take one step further to suggest that there might be a possibility of 
integrating flat carbon (graphene) with curved carbon (nanotubes & half nanotubes) in a single 
device. Like flat graphene, carbon nanotubes (CNT) possess many attractive physical properties. 
In particular, semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) with appropriate diameter 
and chirality can have a significant electronic energy gap100, 132 (Kataura plot) comparable to that 
of silicon, 1.1 eV, which is necessary for making room-temperature electronic logical devices 
with large on-off ratio in current. Such appropriate gap, however, is absent in unconfined 
graphene. SWCNTs also have excellent transport properties.133 Indeed, better-than-silicon device 
characteristics have been demonstrated for certain SWCNT devices at individual device-element 
level.134 

The major issue with using CNT in practice, however, is with the assembly process and 
device behaviour reproducibility. Carbon nanotubes are structurally polydisperse, as SWCNTs 
with different chirality and diameter are nearly degenerate in formation energy and often coexist 
from various synthetic routes. In a typical preparative process, after growing the nanotubes 
somewhere (for instance arc-discharge or CVD chamber), one needs to take them out, sort 
them,135 cut, manipulate, and orient one on a substrate, and then interface with metallization 
electrode materials, using for instance ion-beam deposition. This device assembly process is 
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time-consuming, far from automated / scalable. The performance of a device so-prepared is often 
detrimentally nonuniform due to the polydispersity of nanotubes. It also suffers from 
uncontrolled metal-carbon atomic contact at the electrode interface.  

In a recent work from some of us122, we proposed a novel device architecture, composed of 
carbon nanotube–graphene hybrids. This design is inspired by Huang et al.’s in situ observation 
of BLE (half nanotube) formation, where a multitude of coherently connected graphene, BLE 
and nanotube structures have been observed8, 38, 124. In particular, TEM indicates that single-wall 
carbon nanotubes can be connected to BLE8, 123, 130 and bridge few layers of flat graphene, as 
shown in Fig. 7A-E; similar nanotube bridge structures were also fabricated by high-temperature 
(> 600 oC) electron beam irradiation of few-layer graphene37. Our molecular simulations further 
demonstrated the possibility of forming of such nanotube-graphene hybrids in a controllable 
manner by lithographic cutting and self-folding of graphene, illustrated in Fig. 7F. The self-
folded semiconducting nanotubes and semi-metallic graphene form a “metal-semiconductor-
metal” junction. The calculated electronic conductance spectrum of such metal-semiconductor-
metal junction indicates that the intrinsic transport gap of the nanotube (when it is infinitely 
long), 0.8 eV, is preserved (see Fig. 7I) in spite of the presence of four geometrically necessary 
disinclination defects at the interface between flat carbon and curved carbon. This is the best 
outcome one could hope for. 

 

It is worth noting that the device fabrication concept above differs from traditional 
nanotube-based devices in two important ways. First, the device is made entirely out of carbon, 
all sp2 carbon in fact. No other elements are necessary as electrodes, since flat graphene is 
already a reasonable transparent electrode material59, 136. The uncertainty with the geometric and 
electronic states of monolayer graphene edges is avoided by self-wrapping to form curved 
SWCNTs and BLEs. Such coherent junction of flat carbon and curved carbon8 possess high 
physical and chemical inertness as carbon nanotubes and fullerenes, and so the device behaviour 
should not change with the gas environment at near room temperature. Second, the way our 
devices would be assembled (e.g. cutting and self-folding at high temperatures) differs 
fundamentally from the traditional two-step approaches in which growth (for instance arc-
discharge or CVD chamber) and assembly of carbon nanotubes are carried out at two different 
locations. The self-folded structures were created by cutting graphene8, 38, 124, which then curls up 
due to edge stress and thermal fluctuations, and fuses together, while maintaining connection to 
the mother graphene. Therefore, minimal subsequent processing or electrification is necessary. 
The in situ assembly approach is only possible in 2D layered materials where bending is easy, 
analogous to factory workers working on sheet metals. Consequently, SWCNT can be fabricated 
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directly into device structures and even integrated circuits by a process of cutting few-layer 
graphene, followed by proper thermal annealing to allow self-folding.  The temperature of the 
annealing stage must be well controlled and programmed: it must be high enough to allow edge 
diffusion of carbon atoms to accomplish the folding reconstruction and anneal away 
geometrically unnecessary defects (the geometrically necessary defects like Fig. 7G can never be 
annealed away, so there is a minimum number of them). But it cannot be too high to induce 
unwanted sublimation8. Our preliminary molecular simulations indicate that such an intermediate 
temperature can indeed be found.122 

The experimental realization of the above vision of fabricating devices with all-carbon 
architecture depends critically on proper patterning of graphene, which is the central theme of 
the current Review. Although formation of defect-free nanotube and/or half nanotubes (BLEs) 
from graphene may require patterning techniques with atomic resolution, we believe that existing 
techniques such as scanning probe lithography40-42, helium ion beam lithography,43 and electron 
beam lithography35 qualify for a proof-of-concept experiment. The characteristics, strength and 
limitations of these techniques are reviewed earlier in this paper. 

 

5. Programming graphene origami (folding) by kirigami (cutting) 

In 1995, carbon nanotube pioneers Ebbesen and Hiura wrote a visionary article “Graphene 
in 3-Dimensions: toward graphite origami”.33 Ebbesen and Hiura, noting graphene’s out-of-plane 
flexibility, imagined that graphene could be folded to give rise to a variety of shapes, reminiscent 
of Japanese paper folding game known as origami. If paper cutting is further allowed, the game 
is elevated to the next level called kirigami. Ebbesen and Hiura proposed that cutting well-
defined shapes in two or more layers of graphene, followed by annealing, would “allow one to 
design nanotubes with a given diameter and perhaps even helicity”. Huang et al.’s in-situ 
experiments on multi-layer graphene8, 38, 124 proved their vision is valid. Indeed, the rich 
topologies formed in Huang et al.’s kirigami experiments (Fig. 7A-D) have led us to believe that 
graphene provides a basis for “plumber’s wonderland”, where large folding in 3D could be 
prescribed by precise cutting and annealing. 

What is the most exciting trick one can do with a precise patterning tool? One may interpret 
patterning as writing information on a 2D sheet. By regarding graphene kirigami as encoding a 
set of instructions on how to fold, we may emulate how Biology encodes genetic information. 
Indeed, “programmable matter” is Biology’s trick to create a world so lively and varied (Fig. 8a). 
Information is encoded in the amino acid sequence of protein, which guides the long-chain 
polymer to fold into very complex secondary and tertiary structures in solution with highly 
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specific functionalities. This genetic information can also be replicated many times with small 
error, and the outcome of the folding program is highly deterministic. In other words, starting 
from different random states and impacted by the random forces in the solution, the protein can 
nonetheless fold into its native state surprisingly quickly (usually on ms or µs timescale), side-
stepping the so-called Levinthal’s “paradox” in traversing an energy landscape.137  In proteins 
such extremely accurate and rapid folding are accomplished by an evolutionary “design” of the 
folding energy landscape, that arises from weak interactions of electrostatic/hydrogen-bond, van 
der Waals and elastic energies, which are order of magnitude weaker than the primary bonds (see 
also our Table 1). 

Like proteins, graphene has weak interactions from van der Waals interactions and bending 
elastic energy. Surprisingly, it can also have weak electrostatic interactions. Recent experiments 
have resolved the atomic structures of BLEs (half nanotubes)8, 123, 124, 130, which we have 
discussed earlier in the Review (Fig. 8b). BLEs are theoretically predicted to have significant 
electric dipole moment, 0.87 and 1.14 debye/Å for zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC) inclinations, 
respectively.130 A ring of BLE enclosing vacuum on bilayer graphene forms so-called bilayer 
pore (BLP). Due to the difference in dipole magnitude between ZZ and AC BLEs, a triangular 
BLP composed of two AC BLEs and a ZZ BLEs would result in a net dipole of ~ 0.3×l debye, 
where l is the base length (Å) of the triangular unit (Fig 8c). Even though graphene is a 
semimetal and in-plane partial screening of the electric field will occur, each triangular BLP 
would possess significant electric dipole. 

Thus atomic membranes like graphene possess the same arsenal of weak forces as proteins: 
electrostatic, van der Waals and elastic energies. Our preliminary molecular simulations also 
indicated that the BLEs are polar and hydrophilic, while away from BLEs the flat graphene is 
aromatic and hydrophobic. So with precise patterning of flat graphene, we may in principle write 
2D folding programs on graphene using different BLPs, just like Biology writes 1D folding 
programs on DNA/protein molecules using A-C-G-Ts and 21 amino acids. We envision a 3-step 
process: (1) BLPs of different size, shape, orientation and position are encoded on graphene by 
kirigami on an “operating table”, where the sample stays essentially flat due to clamping on the 
boundary of a hole,  or adhesion to a substrate; then (2) a temperature-annealing step will be 
performed (section 4) to achieve local nanoscopic curvatures and topological reconstructions 
(Fig. 7F), so BLEs and nanotubes can form, but the overall sample shape is still flat; and in (3), 
the sample is released into solution or air: the bending stiffness will be overcome by a 
combination of thermal fluctuations, electrostatic interactions and van der Waals adhesion, and 
the whole sample starts to fold in earnest, and 3D structure shall arise out of a 2D “program”.  
We note that if with only van der Waals interactions, a large piece of free-standing graphene 
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would prefer to fold many times to maximize the adhesion. But van der Waals interactions are 
quite isotropic and purely attractive. Having directional (anisotropic) dipole-dipole electrostatic 
forces130 with the possibility of repulsion gives one a lot more design freedoms. 

We may envision several outcome of such programmable folding. In the first, the membrane 
may fold in 3D like in origami. In order to fold the bilayer membrane along a specific line we 
desire, the membrane could be tailored such that it has a line along which the bending stiffness is 
particularly small. First, when the membrane has a very narrow region the bending stiffness 
across that region will be correspondingly small, such as the shape of bowtie as shown in Fig. 8d. 
Second, we can carve out one layer of the bilayer membrane along a line of choice to reduce the 
bending stiffness, and also remove the BLE at two ends of the line. This needs to be done at low 
temperature with an AFM tip so that the fresh monolayer edges do not anneal. The membrane 
could be designed such that upon folding, it goes into some 3-D structure, such as the pyramid 
shown in Fig. 8d. 

In the second, the membrane may roll up into a 1-D wire like a tobacco leaf rolling into a 
cigar (Fig. 8d). We can design the dipole pattern on the graphene membrane to control the 
chirality of folding and net dipole. If the dipoles from adjacent membranes are coupled 
antiparallel, then there is a net cancellation of dipoles (Fig. 8e). But if the dipoles are aligned in a 
head-to-tail fashion, the folded structure will have an overall dipole (Fig. 8f). It would be a very 
interesting theoretical problem how the chirality of folding is controlled by the patterning of BLP 
array with net electric dipoles.  

In summary, graphene has opened up a kirigami and origami wonderland, where many 
exciting topologies and architectures8, 38, 124 could be designed. Just like protein’s 1D program of 
21 amino acids, we may one day write 2D programs on flat graphene by for example encoding 
the size, shape, orientation and position of BLPs, to guide deterministic graphene folding in 
solution or air. Again, we emphasize the crucial role of precise patterning. Biology’s molecular 
machineries (RNA polymerase, ribosome etc.) allow nearly error-free transcription, translation 
and execution of the folding program, utilizing weak or “soft” forces to control 
secondary/tertiary structures of proteins. To achieve a similar degree of sophistication and 
precise determinism, we must enhance the reproducibility of graphene patterning: that is, 
repeated experimental instances of purportedly the same lithographic design must actually result 
in nearly identical patterns. Also, one must learn from the science of protein folding to design 
both the thermodynamic end point of folding as well as facile kinetics of folding, for example by 
designing a “funnel”-like energy landscape (Fig. 8g), to sidestep the Levinthal’s paradox and 
achieve rapid and deterministic folding137. Glassy dynamics138 in folding must be avoided.  
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Outlook 
As a final word, we again take a historical perspective. In 1910, Johannes van der Waals 

won the Nobel Prize for one “simple” thing he did. He wrote with his pencil on a piece of paper 
the ideal gas equation of state, with two extra constants. 100 years later, Andre Geim and Kostya 
Novoselov won the Nobel Prize, and again for one “simple” thing they did. They took out their 
pencil, but decided to write on a scotch tape. 
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Figure 1 (a) A visionary insight into graphene carving long before the isolation of graphene.33. 
The schematic proposed by Ebbessen and Hiura involves mechanically cutting graphene bilayers 
with scanning probes, followed by subsequent annealing, to fabricate pre-designed carbon 
nanostructures. (b) Graphene nanoribbons with controlled widths fabricated by e-beam 
lithography, and the measured electric resistivity of GNRs as a function of their widths.39 (c) A 
suspended graphene device after etching with helium ion lithography. Minimum feature size 
about 10 nm can be achieved.43 (d) The same authors also demonstrated that complex patterns 
can be created on multi-layer graphene flake using this technique.44 (Reprinted with permission 
from ref. 33, Copyright© 1995 WILEY-VCH; ref. 39, Copyright© 2007 Elsevier; ref. 43, 
Copyright© 2009 American Chemical Society; ref. 44, Copyright© 2009 IOP Science.) 
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Figure 2 (a) Schematic of fabricating graphene nanomesh by block copolymer lithography. 
Block copolymer thin film with periodic cylindrical domains was first formed and annealed on 
top of SiOx-protected graphene flake to develop porous polymer film. Fluoride-based reactive 
ion etching and oxygen plasma etching were then used to punch holes into the graphene layer 
and remove the polymer film. Finally graphene nanomesh was obtained by dipping the sample 
into HF solution to remove the oxide mask.48 (b) Atomic force micrograph of triangular flakes 
from cutting graphene by catalytic methanation.51, 52 The scale bar measures 50 nm. Inset: a 
schematic of the etching process by a migrating catalytic metal nanoparticle. (c) Atomic force 
micrographs of slender GNRs from mechanochemical approach.4 Bars all correspond to 100 nm. 
(Reprinted with permission from ref. 48, Copyright© 2010 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 
Nanotechnology; ref. 51, Copyright© 2008 American Chemical Society; ref. 52, Copyright© 2008 
Springer; ref. 4, Copyright© 2008 AAAS.) 
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Figure 3 (a) Schematic of patterned growth of graphene on a pre-patterned catalytic surface, and 
(b) the resultant flexible graphene on a transparent elastomeric substrate, and the patterned 
graphene transferred onto a SiO2 substrate.59 (c) Schematic of bottom-up fabrication of 
atomically precise GNRs. Top, precursor monomers were first deposited onto clean metal 
substrates using thermal sublimation. Dehalogenation was also induced during this step. Middle, 
formation of linear polymers by covalent interlinking of the dehalogenerated intermediates. 
Bottom, Annealing at higher temperature introduces intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation and 
leads to hydrogen-terminated fully aromatic GNR.61 (d) Self-organized graphene nanoribbon 
formation on SiC. A nanometre-scale step is etched into SiC crystal by fluorine-based reactive 
ion etching. The crystal is then heated to 1200-1300 ˚C, which induces step flow and relaxation 
to the (11̄ 0n) facet. Upon further heating to ~1450 ˚C, self-organized graphene nanoribbon 
forms on the facet.63 (Reprinted with permission from ref. 59, Copyright© 2009 Macmillan 
Publishers Ltd: Nature; ref. 61, Copyright© 2010 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 
Nanotechnology; ref. 63, Copyright© 2010 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology.) 
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Figure 4. (a) The structure of graphane with chair conformation, which can be viewed as fused 
cyclohexane. (b) Measured resistivity without magnetic field (ρ) at different temperatures and 
with magnetic field (ρxx), before hydrogenation (A and B), after hydrogenation (C and D), and 
after hydrogen desorption (E and F).79 Inset, the micrograph of the typical Hall measurement 
setup. (c) STM micrographs of graphene with various degrees of hydrogenation (a-e), where 
hydrogen atoms are the bright spots or areas. Panel f is the Fourier transform of the micrograph 
in panel e.85 (d) Angle-resolved photo emission intensity of hydrogenated graphene along A-K-
A’ (see inset.85 (Reprinted with permission from ref. 79, Copyright© 2009 AAAS; ref. 85, 
Copyright© 2010 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials.) 
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Figure 5. (a) In-plane strain induced pseudo-magnetic field: left panel – suggested stretching of a 
circular graphene membrane; right panel – the resultant pseudo-magnetic field.99 (b) Edge stress 
induced rippling of graphene.112 (c) Wrinkles in few-layer graphene upon stretching.115 (d) 
Combining wrinkles with external fields. (Reprinted with permission from ref. 99, Copyright© 
2010 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Physics; ref. 112, Copyright© 2008 American Physical 
Society; ref. 115, Copyright© 2009 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology.) 
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Figure 6. (a) The atomic structure of a zigzag bilayer edge termination. (b) Transmission electron 
microscopic (TEM) micrograph of BLEs formed from Joule heated sublimation process.8 Both 
zigzag and armchair inclinations are observed. (c) TEM micrograph with atomic resolution of 
multiple BLEs formed from annealing graphite powder at 2000 ºC for 3 hours.123 (d) Semi-
quantitative Wulff plots for mono- and bilayer edge terminations in polar representation.124 (e) 
Computed (density functional theory) valence electron density of armchair (top) and zigzag 
(bottom) BLEs, demonstrating the Coulombic relaxation of electron density from inside of the 
BLE to the outer surface.130 (Reprinted with permission from ref. 123, Copyright© 2009 
American Physical Society.) 
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Figure 7. Carbon nanostructures formed in situ on graphene substrate by Joule-heating. A-C 

shows two neighboring bilayer graphene interconnected by a carbon nanotube, as pointed out by 

the arrowheads. D, E, F and G are atomic structural models.  Panel F shows one possible 

patterning process, supported by MD simulation.122 In G we can see a nine-sided polygon, 

highlighted by yellow color, amidst the hexagonal bonding network of graphene, which is a 

geometrically disinclination at the interface between flat and curved carbon. H shows a FET 

device model (side view) based on single-wall carbon nanotube and bilayer graphene hybrids. 

Panel I shows the calculated electronic conductance spectrum of the metal-semiconductor-metal 

(flat graphene-nanotube-flat graphene) junction device,122 where the intrinsic transport gap of the 

nanotube is preserved. 
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Figure 8. (a) Programmable matter. (b) Structure of BLE (left) and side/front view of a BLE 
(right). (c) A triangular bilayer pore (BLP) consisting of 3 BLEs. Zigzag and armchair BLEs 
have permanent electric dipoles of 0.87 and 1.14 debye/Å, respectively. This difference leads to 
a net dipole of ~ 0.3×l debye in the structure, where l is the base length (Å) of the BLP. (d-f) 
Programmed folding of BLE membrane. Maximization of attractive dipole-dipole interaction 
could guide graphene membrane folding into complex structures. (g) Illustration of the folding 
energy landscape, with N being the desired 3D conformation or the native state.137  (Reprinted 
with permission from ref. 137, Copyright© 1997 Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Structural 
Biology.) 
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